
Student/Registration
Number Centre Number

2023 Public Examination

Chin Hakha
Continuers Level

Wednesday 18 October: 2 pm Australian Eastern Daylight Time

Reading Time: 10 minutes 
Working Time: 2 hours and 30 minutes

• You have 10 minutes to read all the papers and to familiarise yourself with the requirements 
of the questions. You must not write during this time.

• Monolingual and/or bilingual printed dictionaries may be consulted during the reading time 
and also during the examination.

Section 1: Listening and Responding (30 marks)

Instructions to Students

1. Allow approximately 40 minutes for Section 1.

2. Write all your answers to the questions in Section 1 in this booklet in black or blue pen. Space is 
provided for you to make notes.

3. You must answer ALL questions in Part A and Part B.

4. Answer Part A in ENGLISH and Part B in CHIN HAKHA.

5. Write your student/registration number and the centre number (if required) on the front cover of this 
booklet.

6. All question booklets will be collected at the end of the examination.
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Part A (Questions 1–3) 
(15 marks)

Your response will be assessed on how well you:
•	 understand	general	and	specific	aspects	of	texts	by	identifying	and	analysing	information	and	

convey the information accurately and appropriately.

You will hear THREE texts. Each text will be played twice. There will be a short break between the first and 
second playings of each text. You may make notes at any time.

Listen carefully to each text and then answer the questions in ENGLISH.

Marks
Text 1
1. Explain why the mother will not attend the father’s birthday dinner. 4

You may make notes in 
this space. These notes 
will NOT be assessed.
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Marks
Text 2
2. According to the text, explain how David attempts to convince Parku to 

attend the annual cultural event.
4

You may make notes in 
this space. These notes 
will NOT be assessed.
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Marks
Text 3
3. According to the text, what are the arguments for and against organic 

food?
7

For Against

It is more delicious, which 
makes it enjoyable to eat

You may make notes in 
this space. These notes 
will NOT be assessed.
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Part B (Questions 4–6) 
(15 marks)

Your response will be assessed on how well you:
•	 understand	general	and	specific	aspects	of	texts	by	identifying	and	analysing	information	and	

convey the information accurately and appropriately.

You will hear THREE texts. Each text will be played twice. There will be a short break between the first and 
second playings of each text. You may make notes at any time.

Listen carefully to each text and then answer the questions in CHIN HAKHA.

Marks
Text 4
4. Compare Kelly’s and Sang’s experiences of working from home.
 Inn in rianṭuan kong ah Kelly le Sang an hmuhtonning a cuaithlai piak.

5

You may make notes in 
this space. These notes 
will NOT be assessed.
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Marks
Text 5
5. Explain why Chan does not like online shopping.
 Chan nih zeiruangah maivan ah thil cawk a duh lo timi fianter.

3

You may make notes in 
this space. These notes 
will NOT be assessed.
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 Marks
Text 6
6. According to the text, explain how traditional Chin wedding festivities 

differ from Chin weddings in Australia.
 Na ngaihmi ning ah, Lai phung in tuah tawnmi ṭhitumhnak le Australia 

ram ah Chinmi nih tuah tawnmi ṭhitumhnak hna an i dannak kha fianter 
hna.

7

End of Section 1

You may make notes in 
this space. These notes 
will NOT be assessed.
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Section 2: Reading and Responding (25 marks)

Instructions to Students

1. Allow approximately 1 hour and 10 minutes for Section 2.

2. Write all your answers to the questions in Section 2 in this booklet in black or blue pen.

3. You must answer ALL questions in Part A and Part B.

4. Answer Part A in ENGLISH and Part B in CHIN HAKHA.

5. Write your student/registration number and the centre number (if required) on the front cover of this 
booklet.

6. All question booklets will be collected at the end of the examination.

© Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority 2023
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Part A (Questions 7–8) 
(10 marks)

Your response will be assessed on how well you:
•	 understand	general	and	specific	aspects	of	texts	( for	example,	by	comparing,	contrasting,	

summarising and/or evaluating) and convey	the	information	appropriately.

7. Read the text and then answer in ENGLISH the question that follows.

Hrang Nawl

Tuanbia sertu miroling hna hi, chan kip ah an um tawn.

Kum 21 a si ah Kawlram ah kum no bik hluttaw chungtel ah thim a 
rak si mi Hrang Nawl zong hi cu bantuk tuanbia sertu miroling pakhat 
a si ve. Khua fate ah a ṭhanglian mi a si nain kum 15 hrawng a si ah 
Chin Hakha, Kawl le Mirang holh a chim, rel le ṭial khawh.

Kum 19 a si ah Hriphi siangnauruun sianginn ah siangcachim a rak 
si cang i cu lio Chinmi lakah cu bantuk a rak si kho mi cu an rak har 
ngai. Hi lio ahhin, thimnak ah luh ding in khurkhua tuaktan hram 
a rak thawk. Cu lio cu kum 50 cung pa a si mi hna lawng ramkhel 
thimnak ah thim an rak si. Chinmi kan sining ahhin kum 30 tang a si 
mi hna cu rampi hluttaw caah thim cu chim lo khuabawi hmanh ah 
thim ding ah ruah an si lo. Asinain cu bu cun zapi kha ka lemsawi 
khawh ko hna lai tiah zumhnak a ngei. 1955 thimnak ah luh ding cu 
hawikom le rualchan cingla zeimawzat nih an hnatlakpi lo bu ah a 
lut i, amah zuamcawhtu pawl vialte cu a tei dih hna. 

Ralkap nih uknak lak hnu ah caṭial lei ah aa mer i, kum zabu 20 chung 
Chin Hakha holh cauk ṭha bik ah thim a simi Ka Zahpi Lo timi cauk 
ṭha taktak a ṭial. A hnu ah ralkap doh ruangah an tlaih i thong ah an 
thlak. A fak tukmi hremtuarnak vialte kum riat chung tuarin hnu ah 
thong in an chuah.

Thong in a chuah hnu kum zeimawzat hnu ah The Church timi 
khrihfabu a dirh. Pathian rianṭuantu theihhngalh ngaimi le ceihtong 
ngaimi pakhat a hung si i, cu rian cu 2004 a thih tiang a ṭuan.
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QUESTION
Marks

What evidence is there in the text that indicates Hrang Nawl was an extraordinary Chin person? 7



 4

Biak

Sianginn caruun inn ah uk khat te lawng a tangmi 
kan herh veve mi cauk kan i chuh caah ka lung a 
ṭha lo. Hawikom ṭha kan si bantukin mah cauk hi 
nithum dan in hmancaan i thleng usih law zeitin? 
Asilole, sianginn ah kan i manh aa khah caan ah 
zohṭi usih law zeitin? 

Kan i hmuh thiamlonak kha dihter a hauh caah 
zaangfahnak in rak i ruat law nithum hlan ah rak 
ka let te. Na ka leh lo ahcun na hna a tla lo tiah 
ka ruah lai.

Nathan

8. Read the text and then answer in ENGLISH the question that follows.
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QUESTION
Marks

What are Nathan’s suggestions to resolve the conflict between him and Biak? 3
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Part B (Question 9) 
(15 marks)

Your response will be assessed on how well you:
•	 demonstrate	an	understanding	of	the	stimulus	text
•	 write	text	appropriate	and	relevant	to	context,	purpose	and	audience
•	 structure	and	sequence	information	and	ideas
• manipulate language structures and vocabulary in Chin Hakha.

9. Read the text and then answer the question in approximately 150 words in CHIN HAKHA on page 8.

Kum Kul Tlin Lawmhnak 

A ra laimi Vaute thla ah Chin Mino Phu dirhnak kum kul tlinnak sunglawi taktak in puai tuah 
kan i tim. Vawlei cung ram kip ah a ummi Chin mino hna nih nan rak kan telpi ve ding ah kan 
in sawm hna. Puai zawh hlan ah ṭha tein timhtuahnak ngeih ding ah a tanglei khi rel ding a si lai. 

• Puai a tawlreltu hna nih na khualtlawnnak caherh pawl tling tein na ken le ken lo an zoh lai.

• Na phak ni le caan kha ṭuanvo ngeitu sinah thawngthanh ding.

• Mawṭaw lam a chiat deuh caah mawṭaw rit a fawi. 

• Khuacaan le hmunhma aa dan caah micheu cu an zaw kho. 

• Rawl eimi aa dan deuh caah naa ziak lo kho men. 

• Ṭhal caan a si lai caah fikfa a tampi lai. 

• Mei a rawk lengmang kho.

• Dinmi ti chung ah a thiannak sii chiah a si lo.

QUESTION

Write an email to your friend informing them about how you will prepare yourself to travel to this event.

Puai va zawh nakding ah zeitindah timhtuahnak na ngeih timi kong kha na hawi sinah email cakuat ṭial.
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You may make notes in this space. These notes will NOT be assessed.
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Do	not	remove	this	page	from	the	question	booklet.

Student/Registration
Number

Chin Hakha
Continuers Level

Centre Number

Question 9

 



 9 

End of Section 2
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Section 3: Writing in Chin Hakha (20 marks)

Instructions to Students

1. Allow approximately 40 minutes for Section 3.

2. Write your answer to a question from Section 3 in this booklet in black or blue pen. Space is provided 
for you to make notes.

3. You must answer ONE question in CHIN HAKHA.

4. Write your student/registration number and the centre number (if required) on the front cover of this 
booklet.

5. All question booklets will be collected at the end of the examination.

© Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority 2023
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Section 3 (Questions 10–12) 
(20 marks)

Your response will be assessed on how well you:
• demonstrate depth of treatment of information, ideas and/or opinions
• write text appropriate and relevant to context, purpose and audience
• structure and sequence information and ideas
• manipulate language structures and vocabulary in Chin Hakha.

Answer ONE question from this section in approximately 250 words in CHIN HAKHA.

10. Every year your parents decide on a holiday destination. You believe that all the family members should 
have a say. Write a formal letter to be published on a travel website evaluating why you think holiday plans 
should be discussed and reviewed by the entire family.

 Na nulepa nih kum fatin khualtlawnnak khua an khan tawn. Chungkhar chungtel kip nih chimrelnak 
nawl kan ngeih cio ding a si tiah na ruah. Khualtlawnnak cachuahnak maivan ah chuah ding ah kum fatin 
khualtlawnnak khuakhan tawnmi cu zeiruangah chungkhar chungtel kip nih ceihmai le zohṭinak ngeih ding 
a si timi kong kha cuaithlainak cabia ṭial.

11. Today is a special day. You have finally started work at your dream job. Write a diary entry describing your 
interactions with new work colleagues and feelings on your first day of work.

 Nihin cu ni sunglawi a si.  Na chunmang rian a si mi ṭuan hram na thawk taktak cang. Na pumpak kong 
ṭialnak cauk ah a ni khat nak na rianṭuannak sining le na lungchung ah zeitin dah a um timi kong ṭial.

12. The year is 2050. Our traditional way of life has been taken over by a new way of life. Write an imaginative 
story for a school newsletter about these changes.

 Kum 2050 a si cang. Kan nunphung le nundan hna cu nunning thar sinah an i thleng dih cang. Nan sianginn 
chuahmi cazual ah cu kong cu ruahdomh in cabia ṭial.
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You may make notes in this space. These notes will NOT be assessed.
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Question Number:
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End of Section 3
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